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1.A shipping case needs to wait s specific time period before progressing in its flow. The developer is 
considering using a wait shape or an assignment with an SLA to perform this function. 
Identify the two requirements for which a wait shape is the simpler approach. (Choose Two.) 
A. Manually step past the waiting point prior to the designated time. 
B. Present a custom UI from to the user while waiting to expire. 
C. Automatically bypass looking when the assignment is created. 
D. Adjust the case urgency when the assignment is created. 
Answer: A,C 
 
2.You oversee a medium size development team, and some of the team members are new to Pega. 
What are the two most efficient ways to ensure that the rules the team creates adhere to best practices? 
(Choose Two.) 
A. Leverage the rule check-in approve process to review the new team member changes first. 
B. Have new team members create and run Pega automated unit tests against their rules. 
C. Use Pega Log Analyze to identify exceptions associated with the new team members. 
D. Run Tracer on each rule the new team members check in the identify an failure in rule execution. 
Answer: A,C 
 
3.You are using Pega Express. You want to avoid creating unnecessary case level properties and views. 
Which three actions do you take to accomplish this goal? (Choose Three.) 
A. Define case type view using ‘’. Page.property ‘’syntax for the majority of the filed. 
B. Drag-and-drop a Filed Group when defining a case view. 
C. Pre-define properties, sections, and relevant records that are applied to work Cover 
D. Add an embedded Page property to the case type. 
E. Create a data type that corresponds to each case type. 
Answer: A,C,D 
 
4.Identify two benefits provided by using sign-on (SSO) in a High availability (HA) application. (Choose 
Two.) 
A. To automatically authenticate users on a new server following a server crash 
B. To redirect the user to a new server quince (pause) 
C. To allow for cookie persistence on the browser 
D. To allow the movement of stateful data between application server 
Answer: A,C 
 
5.XYZ Corp requires employers to designate alternate operators to performs their work while they are on 
vacation. Work for vacationing operators should be visible to alternate operators. 
How do you configure the application to handle this requirement? 
A. Define a custom Access when rule named pxAssignedToMeOrAlternate. Modify the pyUserWorkList 
Report Definition using this rule to display every assign-Work list assignment within the Work Group. 
B. Modify the user portal to only display team members for which the operator has been designed an 
alternate. 
C. Modify the user portal to only display team members for which the operation has been designated an 
alternate. Clicking on an operator displays that operator’s work list. Assignments are opened accordingly. 
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D. Add a Value List Property to data-Admin-Operator-ID. Alternate operators add vacationing personals to 
their Value List. Modify the Assign-Work list report definition to include this values List. Modify security 
accordingly to allow access 
Answer: C 
 
 


